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Abstract

Test oracles differentiate between the correct and incorrect system behavior.

Hence, test oracle automation is essential to achieve overall test automation.

Otherwise, testers have to manually check the system behavior for all test

cases. A common test oracle automation approach for testing systems with

visual output is based on exact matching between a snapshot of the observed

output and a previously taken reference image. However, images can be

subject to scaling and translation variations. These variations lead to a high

number of false positives, where an error is reported due to a mismatch

between the compared images although an error does not exist. To address

this problem, we introduce an automated test oracle, named VISOR, that

employs a fast image processing pipeline. This pipeline includes a series of

image filters that align the compared images and remove noise to eliminate

differences caused by scaling and translation. We evaluated our approach in

the context of an industrial case study for regression testing of Digital TVs.
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Results show that VISOR can avoid 90% of false positive cases after training

the system for 4 hours. Following this one-time training, VISOR can compare

thousands of image pairs within seconds on a laptop computer.

Keywords: black-box testing, test oracle, computer vision, image

processing, test automation

1. Introduction1

Testing activities are essential to ensure the reliability of systems. In-2

creasing system size and complexity make these activities highly expensive.3

It was previously reported [1, 2] that testing can consume at least half of4

the development costs. A typical approach for reducing this cost is to adopt5

test automation [3, 4]. This can involve the automation of a set of various6

activities such as the generation of test inputs/cases, execution of these on7

the system under test, and the verification of the results. Hereby, the last ac-8

tivity is performed by a so-called test oracle [5] that differentiates the correct9

and incorrect behavior of the system.10

A recent survey [6] suggests that the problem of automating test oracles11

has received significantly less attention in the literature compared to the other12

aspects of test automation. However, test oracle automation is essential to13

achieve overall test automation. Otherwise, the tester has to manually check14

the system behavior for all test cases.15

One might assume the availability of formal specifications of intended sys-16

tem behavior and/or annotations of pre/post-conditions in source code [7].17

In such cases, test oracle automation becomes a straightforward compari-18

son task. However, this assumption is mostly not applicable in state-of-the-19
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practice [6]. One might also use metamorphic testing techniques [8] that20

rely on metamorphic relations as derived invariants of correct system out-21

put. These techniques have proven to be practical and effective in various22

application domains [8, 9]. Hereby, the biggest challenge is the discovery of23

metamorphic relations relevant for the domain [6].24

Test oracle automation is especially hard when the evaluated system out-25

put is not unique/exact and when it takes complex forms such as an im-26

age [10]. Under these circumstances, test oracles cannot perform trivial27

comparisons with respect to a reference output. Otherwise, they tend to28

be fragile and they lead to many false positives [11].29

In this paper, we focus on black-box testing of software-intensive con-30

sumer electronics. These embedded systems are subject to regular regression31

testing activities without any access to the source code or internal execution32

platform. Furthermore, these systems work with a variety of screen sizes.33

Test cases are evaluated by taking a snapshot of the graphical user inter-34

face, and comparing this snapshot with a previously taken reference image35

that serves as the expected output. There exist tools to perform image com-36

parisons between such image pairs, e.g. Perceptual Image Diff1, DSSIM2,37

ImageMagick3. However, these comparisons lead to a high number of false38

positives [12, 13]. That is, an error is reported due to a mismatch between the39

compared images although an error does not exist. As a result, images cor-40

responding to each reported error should be manually inspected to identify41

1http://pdiff.sourceforge.net
2https://github.com/pornel/dssim
3https://www.imagemagick.org
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which of them should be classified as an error or not. This process requires42

considerable time and effort.43

We observed that false positives are mainly caused by scaling and shifting44

between the reference image and the snapshot. Systems that are robust under45

both shifting and scaling of an image are said to be invariant to translation46

and scale transformations. In this paper, we analyze these problems and47

build a pipeline of image processing techniques to reduce false positives. We48

particularly design and implement the pipeline to run fast. Hereby, we do49

not aim at providing contributions in the area of image processing. However,50

existing techniques in this domain have not been systematically reviewed51

for addressing relevant problems in test oracle automation. To the best of52

our knowledge, there does not exist any published work that focuses on this53

problem. Moreover, the solution is less likely to be introduced effectively in54

industries because test automation is mainly performed by software and/or55

test engineers, whereas an effective solution for this problem should benefit56

from a strong background on image processing and computer vision.57

We illustrate and evaluate the effectiveness of our approach in the context58

of an industrial case study. We collected thousands of captured and reference59

image pairs that are used for automated regression testing of a commercial60

Digital TV system. We counted the number of false positive cases caused by61

the comparison of these images. Results show that more than 90% of these62

cases can be avoided when we use our approach. The comparison of all the63

image pairs can be completed within seconds on a laptop computer. The64

system requires a one-time training step for parameter calibration if/when65

the system or environment changes. This step takes 4 hours.66
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In the following section, we provide the problem statement and introduce67

our industrial case study. In Section 3, we explain our overall approach68

and the image processing techniques we employed. In Section 4, we present69

and discuss the results obtained based on the case study. In Section 5, we70

summarize the related work, and discuss why they fall short in our problem71

context. Finally, in Section 6, we provide our conclusions.72

2. Industrial Case Study: Digital TV Systems73

In this section, we introduce an industrial case study that serves as a run-74

ning example for both illustrating the problem context and evaluating the75

adopted techniques. We focus on automated regression testing of Digital TV76

(DTV) systems. In particular, we investigated the testing process of DTV77

systems at Vestel Electronics4, which is one of the largest TV manufacturers78

in Europe. DTV systems have become complicated software systems, includ-79

ing over ten million lines of code. In addition to conventional TV function-80

alities, they provide features such as web browsing, on-demand streaming,81

and home networking [14]. The number of such additional features is in-82

creasing day by day. This trend makes it essential to employ efficient testing83

techniques to ensure the product quality despite limited resources. In the84

following, we first describe the current practice of testing in the company,85

which defines the context of our case study. We then discuss the observed86

issues, in particular those that are related to test oracle automation. Finally,87

we describe the data set we collected for our case study.88

4http://www.vestel.com.tr
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2.1. The Current Practice89

The current practice of testing for DTVs at Vestel Electronics involves90

the following activities:91

1. Specification: A test engineer prepares test scenarios in the form of92

executable test scripts. These scripts are later executed by an in-house-93

developed test automation tool that drives test execution by sending a94

sequence of remote controller key press events to the TV. Test scripts95

for some of the TV features are automatically generated by adopting96

model-based testing. For these features, first, test models are created97

by specifying the possible usage behavior. Then, a set of purchased98

as well as in-house-developed tools [15, 16, 17] are employed to refine99

these models and automatically generate test scripts.100

2. Reference image collection: The test scenarios are executed on a “mas-101

ter” TV that is known to function correctly. At certain points during102

the execution of the test scenarios, snapshots of the TV are taken to103

serve as reference images. These points of execution are hard-coded in104

test scripts by the test engineers. For some cases, the test engineer also105

prepares a mask to accompany the reference image. In that case, some106

portions of the image are not used for comparison during testing.107

3. Testing: When a TV is to be tested, the same test scenarios are exe-108

cuted. At the same points when reference images were captured from109

the master TV, screenshots of the TV under test are taken. A snapshot110

is then compared with the corresponding reference image.111

Test scenarios involve validating various GUI features of the TV, such112

as checking whether the correct text and shapes are displayed, color and113
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transparency rendering is as expected, hyper text is visualized correctly, text114

wrapping is proper, menu items are positioned appropriately, and response115

to certain user-interaction events are as defined.116

During reference image collection and testing, a snapshot of the screen is117

taken using one of the following three methods:118

• Via a connection made to the TV through a peripheral port – usually119

the ethernet.120

• Via an LVDS (Low-Voltage Differential Signaling) reader – a device121

that intercepts and reads the signals going to the LCD (Liquid Crystal122

Display) panel. The device has to be installed on the cable that goes123

into the panel.124

• Via an external camera.125

Test engineers prefer the first method listed above, because it requires the126

least installation effort, and exact snapshots can be taken. However, such a127

port is not always available, because it just does not exist or it is occupied for128

another purpose during testing. LVDS reader is the second favorite option,129

because it still gives the opportunity to take high quality snapshots even130

though images occasionally show salt-and-pepper noise or similar problems.131

The drawback of this method is that it is costly or even infeasible to install132

the LVDS device on the TV. The third option, using an external camera, is133

the least favorite because the snapshots taken with this method show a great134

variation in illuminance, color tones, and the view angle.135
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2.2. Observed Issues Regarding Test Oracle Automation136

During testing, a test oracle compares the captured snapshot with respect137

to the previously taken reference image. An exact match of the compared138

images is expected as the pass criterion for the test. As a result, minor139

differences between the images (e.g., slight variations in scale, anti-aliasing,140

etc.) cause a test to be deemed failing, even though there exists no behavioral141

error of the system. Consequently, the test oracle yields a high number of142

false positives. This drawback is also acknowledged in the literature [11].143

Figure 1 illustrates 4 cases that incorrectly failed based on exact com-144

parison of the reference and captured images. The differences are caused by145

rendering issues (i.e. anti-aliasing of characters and shape edges, different146

font kerning settings) as in rows 1 and 2, or shifting and scaling issues as147

in rows 3 and 4. Some test cases contain text only (rows 1 and 3), while148

others may also contain shapes (rows 2 and 4). Figure 2a shows an example149

case where a mask is used. The black regions in a mask are excluded during150

image comparison.151

There are several types of changes that lead to fragile tests. One of them152

is related to different screen sizes. The captured image might not match153

with the reference image if it was captured from a TV with a different screen154

size, or by a camera with different intrinsic parameters (e.g. different lens,155

different sensor, etc.). We refer to this type of change as scaling, in which156

the aspect ratio of the original screen is not preserved. Even two cameras157

with exactly the same brand and model may differ in scaling due to their158

varying intrinsic parameters. As another change, the captured image can be159

shifted with respect to the reference image. We refer to this type of change160
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Figure 2: Two test cases where (a) a mask is used, (b) there is a GUI theme change.
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as translation. A common source of change is the anti-aliasing and rendering161

differences caused by the use of a different font and/or rendering parameters162

(such as kerning) on the TV under test. These issues also result in scaling163

and translation-related differences.164

Yet another source of change is the difference in the user interface of165

the product. Vestel produces DTV systems for 157 different brands in 145166

countries worldwide. Although the functionality is similar, products man-167

ufactured for different customers can have different GUIs. For example, a168

button can be moved from the top-left corner of the screen to the top-right.169

These variations also lead to fragile tests. Figure 2b depicts a case where the170

captured image differs significantly from the reference image due to a change171

in the GUI theme. We consider this problem as out-of-scope for this work.172

We focus on handling translation and scaling changes only.173

Existing visual test automation tools [18, 19, 20, 21] cannot be applied174

for testing DTV systems. These tools are supposed to run on the same175

machine as the system under test where they have access to the GUI of the176

system. Unlike desktop applications and Web applications, it is not possible177

to access GUI widgets of DTV systems, such as buttons and text boxes, to178

control and monitor them. The main resource problem with testing DTVs is179

that a peripheral port, such as the ethernet port, is not always available. This180

prevents the testers from accessing the software, regardless of the operating181

system. It is also not an option to run the tests on an emulator (e.g., as done182

by Sikuli [22] for testing Android apps); black box tests for DTV systems are183

always performed on real devices to be able to capture errors due to external184

factors and hardware issues, which cannot be all represented in an emulator.185
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Table 1: Categorization of the collected data set when using exact image matching.

TN TP FN FP

Test scenarios ∼1500 6 0 216

Image comparisons N/A 96 0 2563

2.3. The Collected Data Set186

We collected a data set to evaluate the accuracy of the currently applied187

approach and our approach. This data set involves a set of reference and188

captured image pairs. These image pairs were actually used as part of test189

scripts that are executed for a real TV system in the company. A test engineer190

within the company manually examined these image pairs and marked them191

as either a correct execution or a failure case. We obtained the verdicts of192

the currently employed test oracle for these image pairs as well. Recall that193

this oracle gives a verdict according to exact image comparison.194

According to the verdict of the test oracle, test cases are categorized as195

true negative (TN), true positive (TP), false negative (FN) and false positive196

(FP) based on the following definitions that we use throughout the paper:197

• TN: An error does not exist, and the oracle did not report an error.198

• TP: An error exists, and the oracle reported an error.199

• FN: An error exists, but the oracle did not report it.200

• FP: An error does not exist, but the oracle reported an error.201

Table 1 summarizes the results. Hereby, the first row lists the number of202

test scenarios (scripts) for each of the TN, TP, FN and FP categories. Each203
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test scenario usually includes more than one image comparison at different204

points of execution. Hence, the second row separately lists the total number205

of image comparisons made. Note that the FN category trivially contains206

no cases. This is because the current oracle gives verdict according to exact207

image comparison; if there is actually an error, the reference and the captured208

images must differ, and the oracle catches an error.209

We have been informed that there are approximately 1500 TN scenarios;210

the exact number in this category and the number of image comparisons per211

each of these test scenarios were not disclosed to us. We collected 6 sample212

TP test scenarios, each representing a different cause of error. These errors213

are related to accent character rendering, geometrical shape display, digital214

text rendering, incorrect screen output due to functional error, missing text,215

and UI changes. There are a total of 96 image comparisons performed in the216

6 TP test scenarios. We collected 216 FP test scenarios in which a total of217

2563 image comparisons are performed. All these cases have been manually218

examined and labeled as TP/FP by a test engineer at Vestel.219

In this work, our goal is to reduce the number of FP cases, because manu-220

ally examining these to determine whether they are true or false positives is a221

time-consuming task for the testers. To this end, we focused on the FP cases222

we received from the company. We observed that, although there are cases223

that fail because of a change in the GUI theme (e.g. Figure 2b), or color and224

transparency differences, the majority of the FP cases (incorrectly) failed due225

to changes caused by anti-aliasing, shifting, and scaling issues. Therefore, we226

focus on reducing FP’s caused by translation and scaling reasons; we do not227

attempt fixing problems related to color or GUI layout.228
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Figure 3: The general structure and the pipeline of VISOR.

3. Test Oracle Automation with VISOR229

We implemented our approach as a tool, named VISOR. The general struc-230

ture of the tool is shown in Figure 3. VISOR takes 3 inputs for each test case:231

(i) The image that is captured during test execution. (ii) The previously232

captured reference image that serves as the ground truth. (iii) An optional233

mask image that visually specifies the regions within the reference image that234

should be included or excluded for comparison. The only output of VISOR is235

a verdict regarding the success or failure of a particular test case.236

Figure 3 shows a series of image filters and transformations employed by237

VISOR. Recall that our problem context involves usage of captured images238

of Digital TV screens, which are prone to illumination, translation, scaling239

variations, and noise. VISOR’s pipeline has been specifically designed to240

address the image differencing problems induced by translation and scaling241

reasons, which comprise the majority of causes that lead to false positives242

according to our observations. On the other hand, VISOR has an extendable243
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and adaptable architecture. One can add/remove/replace filters or adjust244

parameters to apply the approach in another context. That is, VISOR is a245

generic pipeline and we implemented an instance of it for the industrial case.246

The main idea behind our pipeline is based on finding the salient sub-247

region (SSR) that contains the foreground items in both the reference and248

captured images, aligning the SSRs of the corresponding images, and then249

comparing the aligned regions. Precision and accuracy of SSR extraction and250

alignment phase is vital for the overall effectiveness since perceptual image251

differencing algorithms depend heavily on exact alignment of images [23, 24].252

For our problem context, we found that using a single rectangular region as253

SSR gives good results.254

In the following, we discuss each step of the pipeline in detail by evaluating255

alternative techniques that can be adopted.256

3.1. Background Color Removal257

This is the first filter we apply in our pipeline. Although the background258

color is black for most of the data set images, there are also numerous cases259

where the background is different. Background color needs to be removed be-260

fore detecting the salient regions of both frames. Background segmentation is261

a deeply studied topic in computer vision; there are numerous methods for it262

[25]. Some of them learn a background model from a supervised training data263

set, while others use temporal information in video frames. Principal Com-264

ponent Analysis (PCA) [26] has been successfully applied to training data set265

for reducing the dimensionality of vector space represented by concatenated266

image pixels. Since background pixels are assumed to be stationary most of267

the time, PCA application learns a model of background pixels that repeat268
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in the data set. Any behavior that cannot be represented by the PCA model269

is considered an outlier, and detected as a foreground pixel. An alternative270

approach is to model each pixel in an image by a Gaussian Mixture Model271

(GMM), meaning that a pixel can take values sampled from a GMM [27]. If272

the pixel is outside of the range of GMM, it is considered to be an outlier273

pixel, hence, a foreground pixel. Both of these methodologies apply either274

to video frames or to data sets that contain samples significantly similar to275

each other. In our case, each data set image can be substantially different276

from others. Therefore, we need an algorithm that can work on a single277

image frame without using temporal information, namely a single-shot seg-278

mentation algorithm. Fortunately, the images in our data set have solid and279

single-colored backgrounds. Hence, we can represent backgrounds by the fol-280

lowing straightforward model: Background pixels are the pixels that have281

the highest frequency in a specific image. This applies for all the images in282

our data set except a few where text is rendered on a still background picture283

(e.g. Text layer is transparent and it is rendered on a flower photograph).284

We did not increase our background segmentation model’s complexity for285

these few cases. If we had more samples with transparent text layer and286

photographic backgrounds, we could apply a PCA model and still have high287

accuracy in background detection.288

In order to achieve background segmentation, we convert both images to289

8-bit single luminance channel images, and create a 256-bin (8-bit) grayscale290

histogram. We set the most frequent bin of the histogram as the background291

color, and replace all its occurrences in the images with a sentinel color value.292

Our subsequent filters use this sentinel value for distinguishing between real293
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foreground and background pixels.294

3.2. Noise Removal295

As a simplification, we assume an SSR to be the maximum enclosing296

bounding box (MEBB). For this assumption to be useful, no noisy pixels297

should reside outside the SSR. Hence, as the next step in our pipeline, we298

perform noise removal.299

Most of the studies in the literature regarding noise removal deal with300

complex scenarios where severe noise occurs [28]. This is seen, for instance, in301

scanned historical documents, and also when reconstructing a high resolution302

image by using a learned mapping between low resolution images and high303

resolution ground-truth counterparts. We do not see these problems in our304

data set. We have Full HD (1080p) images captured directly on the TV305

or with a high quality camera. In our case, we observe “salt and pepper”306

noise where noise frequency is low but speckle size is big. In other words,307

we occasionally see areas with slight color variations around the detected308

background color that are overlapping background pixels. We address this309

problem by finding the connected components that are inside background310

regions and erasing them by replacing with the background color. We could311

alternatively apply a non-linear filter, such as a median filter, that is known312

for its effectiveness against salt and pepper noise [29]. However, this would313

impede the speed and damage the text regions since our speckle size is big.314

That is why we use a more concentrated approach for our data set instead.315

Our approach involves creating a binary version of the input image first,316

and then sweeping the noise. A binary image is constructed from a color317

image by setting a pixel on when the pixel’s RGB value is different than the318
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background color and its luminance is less than a threshold Tlum. Setting319

even Tlum = 0 can be a feasible choice at this step. Choosing a value slightly320

greater than zero further filters probable noisy artifacts. One should be321

careful about increasing Tlum too much, because this would cause valuable322

details to be erased along with the noisy pixels. Noise detection is done323

by finding the connected components of the binarized image, and erasing324

the regions with area below a certain threshold Tnoise. The threshold can325

be adjusted for eliminating noise that can affect the accuracy of MEBB326

detection.327

3.3. Bounding Box Identification328

After we erase the background and remove the noise, we perform bounding329

box identification. This is a straightforward step where we find the MEBB of330

each image by finding a bounding sub-region that contains all the foreground331

pixels. This relies on the fact that we segmented all the foreground pixels332

correctly by finding the background color and erasing the noise in the previous333

steps.334

We apply the detected bounding box on the original images; that is,335

background and noise removal effects are reverted once we find the MEBB.336

Following the bounding box identification step, we may consider compar-337

ing the regions inside the MEBB’s of the reference and the captured images.338

Although we expect the major scaling and shifting problems to have been339

cleared out, there can always be minor scaling and translation problems that340

would cause the FP rate to still remain at an unacceptable level. To remedy341

such problems, we perform up-sampling followed by max-pooling.342
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3.4. Up-Sampling343

In this step, the MEBB’s of the reference and the captured images are344

scaled to the full image resolution for roughly satisfying the translation and345

scale invariance in one easy step. For up-sampling, smooth interpolation346

methods such as bicubic or Lanczos [30] should be used. Nearest neighbor347

approximation produces artifacts unsuitable for direct image differencing.348

3.5. Max-Pooling349

The last translation step, max-pooling, decomposes the input image into350

a grid of small rectangular blocks of size B. Each block is replaced with the351

maximum pixel value that it contains. (Standard down-sampling replaces352

a block with the mean value.) Max-pooling is a widely used technique in353

deep learning pipeline of recent state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms.354

It has been effectively incorporated in various settings such as fast image355

scanning [31], object recognition [32], and hand gesture recognition [33].356

Boureau et al. discuss a detailed theoretical analysis of performance gains357

of max-pooling compared to average pooling [34]. Although max-pooling358

causes some information loss in the input images, it provides further trans-359

lation and scale invariance. It even adds robustness against slight elastic360

deformations. Perceptual image differencing algorithms [23] are based on361

evaluating the difference of two aligned images. Max-pooling produces im-362

ages that are more suitable to be used in image differencing by removing363

unnecessary detail. Furthermore, because the image size is reduced, this364

step makes the differencing algorithm run faster. Selecting a proper block365

size is key to the effectiveness of max-pooling. A large block size erases too366
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much information whereas a small one may not be sufficient for removing367

sensitivity to translation and scaling.368

3.6. Image Differencing369

This step simply takes the pixel-by-pixel difference of the images received370

from the max-pooling filter.371

3.7. Luminance Quantization372

The difference image may be histogram-equalized or contrast-stretched373

for removing possible illumination difference between the reference and cap-374

tured images. For our data set, we did not directly modify the histograms.375

Slight illumination differences between the max-pooled reference and cap-376

tured images are handled by quantizing the difference image. Namely, we377

divide the per-pixel difference values by a quantization factor, Q. We use378

integer division; therefore, this step intentionally eliminates difference values379

below Q. For representing the total difference between images, we sum the380

quantized per-pixel difference values over the whole difference image, and use381

this value as our disparity feature, Fdisparity.382

3.8. Evaluation of the Quantized Disparity383

Image pairs whose disparity value is above a certain threshold, Tf , are384

deemed “different”, while those with smaller disparity are considered “same”.385

3.9. Summary386

A running example that shows the stages of the pipeline is shown in387

Figure 4. Hereby, the first row shows the original reference and captured388

images that are supplied as input to VISOR. The last column shows the389
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Table 2: The set of VISOR parameters.

Parameter Description Range

Tf Disparity threshold 0 to 400

Tlum Foreground luminance threshold 0 to 10

Tnoise Noise threshold 10 to 60

B Max-pooling block size 8×8 to 40×40

Q Quantization factor 10 to 60

difference between the two images. The second row shows the transformed390

images after the alignment step. We can see that the difference between the391

images turns out to be significantly low compared to the difference between392

the original images. The last row shows the images after the application of393

the max-pooling step, at which point almost no difference can be observed.394

VISOR has 5 parameters in total as listed in Table 2. Hereby, the Tf395

parameter is determined based on a training step prior to tests (discussed in396

the next section) and its range might be increased depending on the resolution397

of input images. Recall that the amount of difference between two images is398

quantified as the Fdisparity value in the last step of the VISOR pipeline. VISOR399

evaluates the disparity against the threshold, Tf . Optimal values for the400

other 4 parameters are dependent on the test setup and environment rather401

than input images. We performed a grid search to determine values of these402

parameters. We uniformly sampled each of the 4 parameters in their range,403

and evaluated all the combinations of the sampled values (see Section 4.2.1).404

The MATLAB code regarding an implementation of our pipeline is available405

in public domain at http://srl.ozyegin.edu.tr/tools/visor/.406
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4. Evaluation and Results407

In this section, we evaluate our approach based on the industrial case408

study for testing DTV systems. First, we introduce our research questions.409

Then, we describe the experimental setup. Third, we present the results410

and interpret them for answering the research questions. Finally, we discuss411

validity threats for our evaluation and the known limitations of our approach.412

4.1. Research Questions413

Our first dimension of concern regarding VISOR’s performance is the im-414

provement in accuracy. We take the accuracy of a test oracle that uses exact415

image comparison as the baseline for improvement. Our second concern is416

the speed. Because the full test suite processes thousands of images, the417

efficiency of the test oracle plays a key role in running the test suite in a418

reasonably short time. We therefore implemented VISOR in C++ and par-419

allelized it, instead of using an interpreted language. Our final concern is420

the calibration and training time required for VISORbefore it can be used for421

the actual tests. Although this is a one-time effort, we would like to know422

the cost of this initial investment. The latter two concerns are related to the423

acceptability of the tool in the real industrial scenario.424

Based on the concerns, we defined the following research questions:425

RQ1: To what extent does VISOR improve accuracy with respect to exact426

image comparison?427

RQ2: How much time is required for VISOR to compare two images and428

provide a verdict?429

RQ3: What is the parameter calibration and training overhead?430
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4.2. Experimental Setup431

As explained in Section 2, we collected a total of 2659 reference and432

captured image pairs. These image pairs were actually used during the re-433

gression testing of a real TV system in the company. A test engineer within434

the company manually examined these image pairs prior to our experiment.435

He labeled each pair as either a correct execution or a failure case. We used436

these labeled image pairs as the data set (i.e., objects) of our experiment.437

Our experiment does not involve any human subjects. We used the col-438

lected image pairs as input to two different tools. First, we used an automated439

test oracle that employs exact image comparison. As listed in Table 1, 96440

image pairs led to TP verdicts, whereas 2563 pairs led to FP verdicts. We441

took these results as the baseline. Then, we supplied the same inputs to VI-442

SOR. To evaluate the improvement in accuracy attained by VISOR, we define443

the following metrics:444

• PTP (TP performance): Ratio of original TP cases that are retained as445

TP when using VISOR.446

• PFP (FP performance): Ratio of original FP cases that became TN447

when using VISOR.448

• Accuracy : The ratio of correct verdicts to the total number of image449

comparisons (i.e., 2659).450

We desire both PTP and PFP to be as high as possible. However, there is451

a trade-off between the two. To understand why, first recall that the amount452

of difference between two images is quantified as the Fdisparity value in the453

last step of the VISOR pipeline. VISOR evaluates the disparity against the454
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threshold, Tf , to reach a verdict as pass or as fail. A large threshold value455

would improve PFP (by turning more FP cases to TN), but hurt PTP (by456

turning more TP cases to FN). A small threshold value would yield high457

PTP , but low PFP . We aim at obtaining parameter settings that balances458

this trade-off, where PTP/PFP ≈ 1.459

4.2.1. Parameter Settings460

Recall from Section 3.9 that VISOR has five parameters. We do a grid461

search to set the Tlum, Tnoise, B, and Q parameters. Our grid search involved462

the following sampled parameter values:463

• Tlum: 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10464

• Tnoise: 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60465

• B: 8×8, 16×16, 24×24, 32×32, 40×40466

• Q: 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60467

We evaluated all the combinations of these sampled values. Hence, in total,468

6× 6× 5× 6 = 1080 combinations are evaluated. The combination that gave469

the best results for our setup is (Tlum: 6, Tnoise: 40, B: 24×24, Q: 40).470

We set the fifth parameter, Tf , via a training step before the use of471

VISOR for actual testing. This requires a one-time effort before regression472

testing of a new system. The parameter fine-tuning by grid search has to be473

repeated for each different application/system. The data set training step474

should also be repeated if the user interface and/or corresponding reference475

images change. Repeating this step for each and every possible parameter476

setting is also required after a major system change such as changing of a477
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camera, angle of the camera and illumination of the environment. Normally,478

a test environment is fixed and this step is required only once during the479

whole lifecycle of the test oracle system.480

To evaluate the impact of training for setting the Tf parameter and the481

data set on accuracy, we applied 10-fold cross validation. That is, we par-482

titioned our data set into 10 randomly-selected, equally-sized, disjoint seg-483

ments. Then, we trained and applied VISOR for tests 10 times. Each time,484

we used a different combination of 9 disjoint segments for training, and used485

the remaining disjoint segment for testing. We measured the accuracy, PTP ,486

and PFP for each test.487

4.3. Results and Discussion488

In this section, we first introduce the results. Then, we elaborate on these489

results to answer each of the three research questions.490

The overall results are listed in Table 3. Hereby, the first column denotes491

which data segment is used for testing as part of 10-fold cross validation.492

Recall that each segment corresponds to a randomly selected, disjoint subset493

of the data set that contains 10% of the experiment objects. The union of494

the 9 other segments is used for training. The second column lists the best495

threshold values that are learned after the training step. The third column496

lists the accuracy of VISOR. The measured PTP and PFP values, and their497

ratio are listed in the fourth, fifth, and sixth columns, respectively. In each498

training step, the “best” threshold value is the value that leads the PTP/PFP499

ratio closest to 1 in the training set.500
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Table 3: Results obtained with 10-fold cross validation.

Fold Best threshold Validation

# value (Tf ) Accuracy PTP PFP PTP /PFP

1 42 91.35% 100.00% 91.05% 1.09

2 43 92.11% 88.89% 92.11% 0.97

3 42 91.11% 100.00% 91.80% 1.09

4 43 92.48% 90.00% 92.58% 0.97

5 41 91.73% 100.00% 91.41% 1.09

6 44 92.86% 80.00% 93.36% 0.86

7 43 93.23% 90.00% 93.36% 0.97

8 43 92.11% 90.00% 92.19% 0.98

9 43 92.08% 88.89% 92.19% 0.97

10 42 92.08% 100.00% 91.80% 1.09

Average 92.11% 92.78% 92.19% 1.01

4.3.1. Accuracy501

We can see in Table 3 that the learned threshold values (second column)502

do not show a high degree of fluctuation; they are in a narrow range, indi-503

cating high consistency of the training step under changing segments of the504

data set that are used for training. This means that our threshold parame-505

ter is not dependent on the data partition selected for training our system.506

This is also the case for the measured accuracy, PTP , and PFP values, which507

are depicted on a box-plot in Figure 5. Despite the fact that the y-axis of508

the plot is narrowed down to the range 75%-100%, we can see negligible509

variance. This is especially the case for the accuracy and the PFP values.510

The measured PTP values have relatively larger variance, especially caused511

by the 6th test, where PTP is measured to be 80%. This might be caused by512
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Figure 5: The box plot that shows the distribution of the accuracy, PTP , and PFP values

obtained with 10-fold cross validation.

the size of the data set. Recall that we had only 96 image pairs in the TP513

category, whereas we had 2563 pairs in the FP category. As a result, the514

training step can utilize only ∼86 image pairs (90% of the pairs) from the515

TP category each time. We believe that the measured PTP values would be516

more consistent if we had more samples in the TP category for training.517

4.3.2. Speed518

In order to evaluate the image processing speed and the training overhead,519

we measured the time it takes to process one image pair, the time it takes to520

learn the threshold value Tf , and the time it takes to perform grid search to521

set the remaining four parameters. At the beginning of our study, we were522

informed by Vestel test engineers that it takes around 5 seconds to manually523

compare two images and reach a decision.524

For evaluating speed, we measured the image processing throughput on525

a laptop computer that has 16 GB of memory and a 2.8 GHz quad-core526

Intel i7 CPU with 2 hyper-threads on each core. VISOR processes 60 image527
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pairs per second, excluding file I/O, when executed in single-thread mode.528

The throughput is 195 image pair comparisons per second when using 8529

threads (again excluding file I/O). In other words, it takes about 45 seconds530

to process all the cases in our data set in single thread mode, and about531

14 seconds in multi-thread mode. As a comparison, the perceptual image532

differencing tool, pdiff [23], which was previously used as a test oracle [35],533

takes 9.3 seconds on the average per image pair comparison.534

We measured the time it takes to perform a data set training session. This535

is also the time spent in a single step of our grid search for fine-tuning system536

parameters. Overall, a full fine-tuning of our system takes approximately 4537

hours. We believe that this time cost is acceptable considering that (1) this538

level of fine-tuning is rarely necessary, and (2) if needed, it can be carried out539

overnight as part of a nightly-build system. Employees involved in the study540

also affirmed that this duration is acceptable and the need for recalibration541

of the tool is seldom.542

4.4. Threats to Validity543

Our evaluation is subject to external validity threats [36] since it is based544

on a single case study. More case studies can be conducted in different545

contexts to generalize the results. The type of image effects that take place in546

other applications might be different than those addressed by VISOR. Hence,547

some of the steps/filters in the current pipeline of VISOR can be skipped or548

new filters might have to be added to handle image effects other than scaling549

and translation. The level of detail in GUI screens may also be different from550

DTV screens. As a result, parameters of VISOR might have to be fine-tuned551

for other applications.552
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Internal validity threats are either associated with participants or mea-553

surements. Our study does not involve human subjects. Internal threats554

imposed by measurements are mitigated by using real test cases that are ap-555

plied for a product being subjected to regular regression tests in the industry.556

Our work did not involve any change of the data set throughout the mea-557

surements. We directly used the test cases that are being used in production558

as is. We also kept the system unchanged throughout the case study.559

Conclusion and construct validity threats are mitigated by performing560

10-fold cross validation on our data set.561

4.5. Limitations of the Approach562

Results show that the ratio of FP cases that became TN is high (above563

90% in general) when we use VISOR. This is due to the fact that the majority564

of the FP cases are caused by scaling, shifting and/or anti-aliasing differences.565

Sample image pairs that are subject to these issues are provided in Figure 1.566

These image pairs are not evaluated as failures by VISOR and as such they567

do not lead to FP verdicts anymore.568

The ratio of TP cases that are retained as TP is also high (above 80%569

in general). However, some of these cases became FN when we used VI-570

SOR. In Figure 6, we give two image pairs taken from the TP data set.571

These are “tough” cases in which VISOR could not detect the error. The572

first row contains an accent character rendering problem. This causes a very573

small difference between the reference and captured images. VISOR is de-574

signed to tolerate scaling and translation differences between images. Thus,575

the difference triggered by the character rendering issue erodes in VISOR’s576

pipeline. The second row is a test that checks color saturation and trans-577
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Figure 6: Sample “tough” cases from the TP data set missed by VISOR.

parency. VISOR is not designed to look for such changes. Hence, this case578

goes undetected and becomes a false negative as well.579

There are also test cases that remain in the FP category. VISOR reported580

an error for each of these test cases, where in fact, an error does not exist581

according to the test engineer. Figure 2a shows one of these cases. Hereby,582

the GUI theme is different between the reference image and the captured583

image. Such cases are considered out-of-scope for our work. Likewise, there584

exist test cases in the FP category due to color and transparency differences.585

We consider the handling of such differences as future work.586
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5. Related Work587

Testing of graphical user interfaces (GUI) has been studied for more than588

two decades [37]. An analysis of the existing work [37] reveals that only a few589

studies focus on testing GUIs of embedded devices such as mobile phones [38].590

These studies are mainly concerned with the modeling and verification of591

functional behavior rather than GUI appearance. In fact, the majority of592

the GUI testing approaches aim at testing the behavior of the system based593

on captured GUI elements and related event sequences at runtime [37].594

Test oracle automation based on image comparisons was mentioned as595

an alternative approach [39]; however, it did not gain attention until re-596

cently [10, 40, 35]. We adopted this approach due to the constraints imposed597

by the working context for testing consumer electronics, in particular Digital598

TVs. In this context, the tester does not have any access to the internal599

events during the execution of these systems. The GUI components (e.g.600

buttons, labels) or a document object model (e.g. as in HTML) are not601

available, either. The visual output that is observed on the screen is vali-602

dated in a black-box fashion. Hence, we employ image processing techniques603

to automate test oracles by evaluating snapshots of the GUI only. On the604

other hand, existing visual test automation tools [20, 21] run on the same ma-605

chine as the system under test and they have access to the GUI components606

of the system.607

Test oracle automation has been extensively studied for testing Web ap-608

plications, especially for detecting cross-browser issues [41]; however, the609

employed techniques mainly involve the analysis of the HTML code [42]. An610

image comparison technique was proposed by Selay et al. for detecting lay-611
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out failures in Web applications [12]. The technique is domain-specific as612

it assumes the existence of contiguous regions that are subject to failure.613

This assumption is based on the observed failure patterns in browser layout614

issues. The study evaluates the effectiveness of adaptive random testing for615

selecting regions to be compared in image pairs. The mean time to detect a616

failure is decreased by comparing these regions only, rather than comparing617

all the pixels. Any difference in the selected regions is interpreted as a failure.618

Scaling and translation effects are not considered. In our problem context,619

however, we consider two images to be equivalent even when they differ, if620

the differences are caused by scaling and translation effects.621

Previously, pixel-to-pixel comparison was used by Mahajan and Halfond622

to detect HTML presentation failures [40]. This technique relies on a very623

strict comparison and as such it is fragile with respect to scaling, shifting,624

and color saturation issues. In our context, these issues come up often. In625

a successive study, Mahajan and Halfond employed perceptual image differ-626

encing [23] to compare images by taking spatial, luminance sensitivity into627

account [35]. The amount of sensitivity is specified as threshold parameters.628

They used an external tool, pdiff 5, for performing image comparison. This629

tool was originally introduced for assessing the quality of rendering algo-630

rithms. In our work, we implemented a complementary set of techniques for631

addressing the oracle automation problem in particular. Rather than uti-632

lizing an external tool for this purpose, we implemented a series of image633

transformations and image comparison as part of VISOR. In addition, VISOR634

5http://pdiff.sourceforge.net
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runs substantially faster than pdiff (see Section 4).635

Image processing and visual testing techniques have also been employed636

in automative industry for test oracle automation by Amalfitano et al. [43].637

This is performed by taking snapshots of the automobile driver’s interactive638

display at specific times during test execution. Amalfitano et al. focus on639

the Model-in-the-Loop step during software development. Therefore, their640

test execution takes place in a simulation environment, where captured im-641

ages are not subject to scaling and translation variations. We, on the other642

hand, focus on black-box testing of the actual products. In their work, each643

image is verified with respect to a specification. This specification defines the644

layout of the display and the information expected to be provided at defined645

areas of this layout. The expected information is extracted from a captured646

image with specialized techniques such as pixel-to-pixel comparison for icons,647

optical character recognition for textual parts of the display, or custom vi-648

sual feature extraction for more complex display items, such as the level of649

a gauge. In contrast, VISOR requires a reference image and possibly a mask650

image for verification rather than a layout description. VISOR is designed651

to explicitly address scaling and translation variations in captured images,652

which do not take place in simulation environments.653

Content-based image retrieval techniques have been previously used for654

test oracle automation [10, 44]. These techniques are used for measuring655

the similarity of images with respect to a reference image. The similarity656

measurement is defined based on a set of features extracted from the images.657

These features are mainly concerned with the color, texture, and shape of658

objects taking part in the images. The approach has been applied for desktop659
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applications and Web applications. The consumer electronics domain intro-660

duces additional challenges that we previously mentioned. Our approach661

involves several image transformation steps followed by a comparison for de-662

tecting differences rather than relying on a similarity measure only.663

Sub-image searching was used in a visual testing tool called Sikuli [22],664

where test scripts and assertions can be specified via a set of keywords and665

images of GUI elements. These images are searched within a Web page, and666

assertions can lead to failure based on their (non-)existence.667

Based on a classification provided in a recent survey [6] on test oracles,668

our approach uses so-called specified test oracles. In our case, we use a vi-669

sual specification, involving a reference image and optionally a mask image670

for specifying regions within the reference image that should be included or671

excluded for comparison. Likewise, according to a previously made classifi-672

cation regarding test oracles for GUI [45], our approach can be considered as673

the adoption of visual assertions. Hereby, snapshots from the interface are674

recorded for known correct executions of the system first. Then, the tester675

visually specifies parts of this interface that should hold for all executions.676

6. Conclusion677

We introduced a test oracle automation approach that employs image pro-678

cessing techniques. Our approach is applicable to any system that produces679

visual output. We do not assume the existence of any access to the internals680

of the system. We aim at a context where a reference image is compared with681

a visual output that is possibly captured with an external camera. Hence, the682

output might be subject to several distortions due to scaling, shifting, and683
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light reflections. Such differences result in too many false positives when an684

exact image matching approach is used. To this end, we implemented a tool,685

named VISOR, that employs an image processing pipeline to compare images686

in the presence of scaling and translation differences. Our tool is also de-687

signed to be very fast. We performed an industrial case study for automated688

regression testing of Digital TVs. We collected thousands of real-world test689

cases to form our data set. We obtained promising results indicating that690

our approach can significantly reduce false positives while causing a negli-691

gible decrease in the number of true positives. The evaluation of all the692

test cases finishes within seconds on a laptop computer. The full fine-tuning693

of the system takes 4 hours on the same computer. This involves training694

based on a data set of thousands of images and an exhaustive search of all695

the combinations of sampled parameter settings.696

Our future work aims at addressing the limitations listed in Section 4.5.697

In addition, application of the approach can be evaluated for different types698

of systems. VISOR is generically applicable for any type of system since it699

is based on images regarding the outer look of the tested system. However,700

we should note that we are just focusing on the test oracle automation. A701

dedicated test harness might have to be built for the tested device to be able702

to drive the test execution and capture screenshots at predefined points of703

execution. VISOR just compares the captured images with respect to the704

reference pictures assuming that they are supposed to be similar.705

VISOR can also be coupled with other (complementary) tools that can run706

in sequence or parallel. On one hand, this would allow joining the strengths707

of these tools to further improve the accuracy. On the other hand, this would708
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prolong the test execution and analysis process. In this work, our goal was709

to provide a time-efficient tool that is also accurate at the same time.710
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